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                Philharmonie Luxembourg. A dynamic identity that interacts with the sound of live music.

                The Philharmonie Luxembourg is an esteemed music venue and acclaimed worldwide. In order to bond with a new generation of music-lovers, its emphasis and core values have been re-shifted to focus on emotion, live experiences, and the joy of music. To make this vision a reality, NB Studio and I collaborated on designing and realizing a new identity which puts music at the very heart of the brand. Designed as a 21st-century brand, the identity blends the sound of the music performed at the venue with its building’s signature vertical columns. As different genres of music are played, the design of the logo is altered, reflecting the genre in real-time and breathing life into the brand. In this way, the visual representation of the Philharmonie is constantly being refreshed and given an energy that appeals to music-lovers of all ages.
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                BRUTE. A brand crafted by the elements.

                BRUTE is a data-driven wine brand that distills the core weather elements of wind, rain & sun into a holistic visual and sensual experience. It uses historic and real-time weather data to shape its identity. So, as each vintage evolves with the climate, so does the brand.

A visual identity, crafted by the elements. The brand’s visual system and subsequent packaging is based on a real-time particle simulation with tens of thousands of individual elements. It can generate infinite interpretations of the core weather elements using Generative Design and Creative Coding approaches. These elements are set into motion by the defining weather factors and can be explored in 3D and even “frozen” in time.
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                Lexus NX 100 Thieves. A car design based on tens of thousands of data points from world championship games.

                To celebrate Lexus’ partnership with eSports team 100 Thieves and their League of Legends world championship title, we created the Lexus Thieves NX: An art car whose design recreates every move and action of the decisive events that led to the team’s world championship title. 

The car print design is based on generative design technology made specifically for the Lexus NX 100 T to produce a graphic representation of 100 Thieves’ championship win. Lines, nodes, and curves reflect player actions and movements from the team’s 11 victorious playoff matches. Each win is marked in reflective red ink and inscribed with the name of the top player.
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                Munken Creator. Impetuous typographic experimentation – inspiration beyond boundaries.

                Two years ago famed Swedish paper brand Munken developed a new font which they subsequently made available for everyone to use: Munken Sans – a timeless font, inspired by 1960’s Swedish typeface Tratex.

After the release, I was approached by agency JUNO to ideate and develop a novel playground for this font which would allow creatives to explore its application in surprising new ways. They specifically asked for a solution that would fuse the unexpectedness of Creative Coding- and Generative Design-based visual exploration with precise control over the font’s properties. The result of our dialogue is The Munken Creator: A playground of unimagined possibilities, enabling designers to create visually animated and unique messages. It is an invitation to inspire cooperation among creatives. And a challenge of how we preserve the heritage of design while simultaneously reinventing its tools for a hybrid future.
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                Generative Design
                

                Innovative storytelling and meaningful connections for brands and agencies
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                                    Philharmonie Luxembourg. A dynamic identity that interacts with the sound of live music.
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                                    BRUTE. A brand crafted by the elements.
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                                    Lexus NX 100 Thieves. A car design based on tens of thousands of data points from world championship games.
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                                    Munken Creator. Impetuous typographic experimentation – inspiration beyond boundaries.
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                                    Polkadot. A community-driven brand that is built to evolve.
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                                    evian+ A generative typeface and dynamic branding toolkit.

                                
                            

                                        

        
 


        
        
            
                Creative Coding
                

                Code-based explorations of visual systems for future brand- and interaction-design applications
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                                        McKinsey Dynamic Identity Explorations
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                                        Where there is data, there is design
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                Quarterly newsletter

                Subscribe to my quarterly newsletter to get the scoop on the most relevant and exciting perspectives and developments in the world of generative design, creative coding, branding and storytelling!
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                    Subscribe to my quarterly newsletter to get the scoop on the most relevant and exciting perspectives and developments in the world of generative design, creative coding, branding and storytelling!

                

            

            
        





    








    

        
            
                Generative Design and Creative Coding change the very core of how design works: Imagine a world which allows you to create narratives, designs and brand experiences that are flexible, reactive, alive and breathing.
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                Want to work with me?
                

                Let's talk.
                ↗︎ Get in touch and tell me all about it.
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  I use cookies to learn more about how you interact with this site and how I can make it even better. You can find out more about which cookies I use or switch them off in settings.
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